DRIVE PROFITABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY WITH
A UNIQUELY DESIGNED MULTI-MODAL TMS
It’s been more than 15 years since most Tier 1 TMS systems were designed.
The industry has changed dramatically in the last decade or two, from the way
orders are processed to routing configurations to customer expectations of
speed and flexibility. Today’s TMS landscape is riddled with bloated and
rigid TMS systems – none of which can accurately or fully manage your
current needs.

Why 3Gtms?
3Implementations take weeks,
not months

You wouldn’t work with 15 year-old accounting software or cell phone
technology. Why trust your logistics to a TMS designed for another era?

3Feature rich and highly
configurable, equals low TCO

A New Era

3True multi-tenant SaaS and
private cloud deployments

We believe today’s transportation issues require a new design of TMS to
manage them.

3Real-time saving calculations
during optimization

3New design, new technology,
more savings

3Gtms was founded to provide you with a wholly different technology: a
flexible, configurable TMS that adapts to the modern and future needs of
shippers and LSPs.

Our Goals
3Staff the most talented and experienced team in the industry
3 Build the best product – no shortcuts
3 Cultivate the happiest customers
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3GTMS: THE TRAILBLAZER IN MODERN TMS SOFTWARE

Our TMS: It’s not the what, it’s the how

TMS Product Lifecycle

TMS implementations are notoriously complex – some
analysts estimate that 40% of TMS projects fail. So the
question to ask a TMS vendor isn’t “What can your TMS
do?” but “How does your TMS do it?”

3GTMS vs Tier 1 TMS Competitors

3GTMS
Tier 1 TMS Competitors

Our single platform, enterprise-class TMS software
delivers a clear competitive advantage by driving
bottom-line value throughout the full transportation
lifecycle. With it, you are equipped with an intuitive,
multi-modal TMS for parcel, LTL, TL, intermodal, pool
distribution and more.
Our TMS is flexible to your current and future needs, and
gives you the freedom to self-configure the software on
your own. It is one of the primary reasons we are leading
the industry in replacing prior generation TMS systems.

Who we serve
3 Shippers looking to take control of their
transportation execution and save
3 LSPs, including 3PLs, freight forwarders and brokers
wanting to expand their business model
3Freight planners that need the newest and best
routing optimization
3 Mid-sized and large companies with predominantly
OTR transportation problems
3 North American and European transportation focus
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Unmatched, proven customer satisfaction
Our culture is built around 100% customer satisfaction
and our technology delivers it. No one else in the
industry comes close to this proven level of customer
satisfaction.
3Gtms was founded by Mitch Weseley, who brings over
a 30-year history and the most experienced team in
the industry to develop a leading-edge transportation
management software system.

“I haven’t heard anybody at 3Gtms say ‘that can’t be done.’”
Glenn Adelaar, Sr. Vice President & CIO, Forward Air
“I’ve been involved in implementing and managing TMS systems for 30 years…I have not seen a system
that was built on as rich of an architecture as 3Gtms.”
Bill Grannis, Director of Information Technology, ODW Logistics & Transportation
“The choice wasn’t just based on how the TMS can serve us now; it comes down to how it can adapt to
new complexities and grow with our business.”
Jeff Auslander, Chief Executive & Managing Partner, FloPath Automatic Logistics

CONTACT US TODAY AND DISCOVER WHY 3GTMS IS THE FASTEST GROWING TIER 1 TMS
COMPANY WITH THE HIGHEST CUSTOMER SATISFACTION RATE IN THE INDUSTRY
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